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Books
Linda Bacon & lucy Aphramor
Body Respect: What Conventional
Health Books Get Wrong, Leave Out,
and Just Plain Fail to Understand
about Weight
BenBella Books, 2014.
Integrating a social justice agenda, Body Respect critiques weight
science, explains the fallout of a health agenda based on thinness as
the goal, and oﬀers an alternative path to compassionate and
eﬀective health care and self-care.

Linda Bacon
Health at Every Size: The Surprising
Truth about Your Weight
BenBella Books, 2010.

Renowned for its captivating storytelling (including behind-the-scenes
government and industry exposés!), easy to implement self-help
advice, scientiﬁc information, and details of a research study that
helped put HAES® perspective on the map. Promotes an earlier
conception of HAES, which has a greater emphasis on lifestyle
change and less integration with social justice perspective than
reflected in Body Respect and the current HAES movement.

Academic Background
Bacon, L., & Aphramor, L. Weight Science: Evaluating the Evidence for a Paradigm Shift,
Nutrition Journal, 2011, 10(9).
This is the premiere peer-reviewed article that has up-ended thinking about weight.
Includes convincing arguments that support a paradigm shift from weight to respect, meticulously referenced.
In academic voice.

Join the Health At Every Size Community
ASDAH: The Association for Size Diversity and Health
www.sizediversityandhealth.org
As a non-proﬁt organization with an international membership committed to the practice of the Health At Every
Size® (HAES®) Principles, ASDAH envisions a world that celebrates bodies of all shapes and sizes, in which body weight
is no longer a source of discrimination and where oppressed communities have equal access to the
resources and practices that support health and well being.
(Linda is a supporting member of ASDAH, but is not, nor has she ever been, in a leadership role.)

HEALTH AT EVERY SIZE COMMUNITY RESOURCES
www.HAESCommunity.org
www.HAESCommunity.org is in three parts: the HAES Pledge—a great way to help you channel your energy and feel
like you’re supporting the cause; a searchable Registry for ﬁnding (and promoting) HAES practitioners; and a list of
HAES-sensitive books, websites, and other Resources. Well over 10,000 people have signed the Pledge. Will you join us?
(Linda established the community and financially sustains it. Community members are responsible to enter their own
information into the database, which is moderated by volunteers.)

Visit LindoBacon.Com
Take advantage of the searchable resources (hundreds!), whether to arm yourself with the tools to be a good advocate for the cause, to learn
about a speciﬁc topic (intuitive eating? thin privilege? weight stigma?) or to send a link to the speciﬁc pages that can support and educate your
doctor, dietitian, ﬁtness instructor, kid's teacher, dieting friend, and more...
The Body Manifesto highlights the importance of this global change movement. The accompanying video series can help inspire you and help
you educate the people in your life, both personally and professionally.

Some VIDEO teasers:
Diets. Don't. Work. Here's what does...
BMI and weight are lousy measures of health. Here's why...
Too many victims in this war on obesity. Let's put health - and caring - back at the heart of health care. Prescription here...
The real villian in poor health revealed. Hint, it's not weight...
To keep up with breaking news, opinion and commentary, join the community over on Facebook and Twitter. It's a great way to share conversation and
support. Lindo mines the web, their networks, the latest research, and posts the links; you get to talk!
Lindo’s traveling the world building community, oﬀering workshops, speaking at conferences, schools, worksites, and other venues, writing about
injustice and revolution, and fostering transformation.
Subscribe to their free newsletter for occasional updates and insights.
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